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 by achimh   

Tom Ford 

"Chic & Modern Boutique"

Tom Ford exemplifies luxury inside and out. When you approach the store,

you'll be pleasantly surprised by the sleek and modern architecture of the

building. Inside, you'll be impressed by the impeccable customer service.

Tom Ford offers some of the most stylish high-end menswear out there,

with colorful suits, coats, sweaters, and more. You'll also find heavenly

fragrances and hip eye wear on the shelves.

 +1 702 740 2940  www.tomford.com/#/en  3720 South Las Vegas Boulevard,

Crystals at CityCenter, Las Vegas NV
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Neiman Marcus 

"Everything That You Would Want To Shop

For"

Neiman Marcus at Fashion Show Mall has a much wider range of items for

sale compared to other Neiman Marcus stores. Well known designers'

ready-to-wear clothes along with matching accessories and handbags, is

what you will find here. Helpful staff, patiently guide you to choose an

ensemble and then track down the accessories to go with it. All in all, a

wonderful day to splurge the money earned at the casinos! Prices are

slightly on the higher side, but the quality is worth every bit of it.

 +1 702 731 3636  www.neimanmarcus.com/store/info

/store.jhtml?storeId=15/LV&_request

id=52773

 3200 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Fashion Show Mall, Las Vegas NV

 by Franco Folini   

Nordstrom 

"Designer Goodies"

Find some of the most elegant apparel and accessories in Las Vegas at

Nordstrom. The customer service here is superb, and employees will take

the time to help you find what you're looking for, whether it's jeans,

cologne, t-shirts, sunglasses, and more. Designer handbags, jewelry, and

shoes line the shelves as well, making it a difficult visit for those on a

budget.

 +1 702 862 2525  shop.nordstrom.com/st/nordstrom-

fashion-show

 3200 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV

 by Kid_SBTG   

Undefeated 

"Victorious Style"

Undefeated is a clothing and shoe store located on the Eastside that

specializes in men's apparel and shoes. This boutique carries such iconic

footwear brands as Vans, Adidas, Converse and Nike, including rare and

limited edition items. The strike-out logo is recognizable on a number of

shirts, hats and sweatshirts throughout the shop.

 +1 702 732 0019  undefeated.com/  info@undefeated.com  4480 Paradise Road, Las
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